
AWP Disabled and D/deaf Writers’ Caucus Minutes 
Date and Time: March 9, 2018 at 6:00 PM to 7:15 PM 
Location: Room 3 & 4, Tampa Convention Center, First Floor 
25-28 Attendees 
 

I. President Jim Ferris welcomes 
A. Talking about other board he is on.  
B. Ellen McGrath Smith talking about new elections and making progress as new 

people take over. 
II. Elections 

A. Smith read bios of caucus members running for election 
B. Eileen Cronin and Anna Lys Black are elected co-Presidents. No opposing 

nominations from the floor. Passed by acclamation vote. Eileen and Anna 
confirmed. 

C. Cade Leebron running for VP. Stone has withdrawn her nomination. No other 
nominations. Leebron is elected by acclamation.  

III. Jillian Weise 
A. Livestreaming yay~ 
B. No representation in keynotes. None of the 42 at AWP 18 openly claim 

disability.  
1. “Openly claim disability” clarification: Many ask what about invisible 

disabilities. But we’re not talking about invisible disabilities, 
necessarily, but claiming disability so that we have representatives. 

2. Disability is not a category you could search for in panels in previous 
years. After Weise asked for it to be included, AWP removed all of the 
boxes altogether last year. So it’s harder to capture accurately which 
panels have dis rep on them.  

IV. Cade Leebron 
A. Caucus Submit-a-thon 

1. Last year we had a submit day. 
2. More organized this year, after the academic year and have lit mags 

involved so they could get them to tweet and state support of 
inclusion. 

3. Get feedback afterward on how writers went about it.  
V. Jess Silfa 

A. Writing residency project 
1. Compile list of accessible writing residencies and retreats 
2. Ask all residencies to provide accessibility information on 

literature/website 
3. Provide guide for how to provide accommodations  

VI. Molly McCully Brown 
A. Accessibility of Tampa 

1. Issues 
a) Distance between conference hotels and the convention center 



(1) length of distance, grade (inclines) between locations 
weren’t disclosed to attendees beforehand 

(2) Tampa’s ridesharing service has only one accessible 
vehicle in its fleet. The shuttles provided by the hotels 
and third party services is $8 a ride.  

(3) One of the issues is figuring out these things  out in 
advance when we don't have people on the ground at 
these locations.  

(4) Get started now with a subcommittee of people who 
know folks in Portland to get a good sense of the layout 
and what issues we might run into. Things like the 
spaces between venues and how can folks navigate 
those affordably. Brown asked for volunteers to help do 
this for Portland. 

2. Offsite Events 
a) Silfa, Brown, and other members compiled a list of all the 

offsite venues and found volunteers to call them in order to 
confirm accessibility. Smith recruited assistance from the local 
United Cerebral Palsy chapter. 

b) One issue was that event hosts didn’t care about accessibility 
because the punishment—that they wouldn’t be listed on the 
website—didn’t deter them. Most spread their events through 
FB or twitter or word of mouth.  

3. Website will be overhauled and hopefully that will help other 
organizations know how to find an accessible space for their offsite 
events. 

VII. 2019 AWP Conference in Portland (Smith) 
A. AWP’s Christian Teresi, Cindy Kaufman, and Colleen Cable seemed to be 

looking/wanting disabled folks who could “case the joint” in Portland 
B. United Cerebral Palsy in Tampa helped out in Tampa. We could perhaps use 

an organization like this for Portland and establish a lot of information before 
the conference.  

VIII. Notes from the Town Hall  
A. Ferris asked if it would be helpful to recap the townhall for the caucus; the 

caucus said yes.  
B. Around fifteen people were present in the Town Hall 
C. Cable, Kaufman, and Teresi were the representatives from AWP in the town 

hall 
D. Marlena Chertock: they were in the room but not listening or absorbing. 

Wanted to work 1-on-1 with us and take more of our emotional labor. But that 
could be beneficial. Taking notes about specific accessibility concerns at 
Tampa. A lot of excuses and defensiveness. 

E. Brown: Weise typed up a transcript and uploaded onto the Caucus groups and 
will be sending all of this and the minutes to the listserv 

F. Attendant [name not given] says carpet aren’t taped down at the bookfair 



G. Sandra Beasley: Offsite accessibility initiative. Did identify one venue that 
was inaccessible though it appeared on the AWP website. Beasley feels that 
the caucus is being put into the position of playing “enforcer.” We can start by 
reaching out to other caucuses or influential caucus-affiliated groups to ask for 
help and for them to model inclusivity, e.g. Kundiman. We need realistic 
goals for Portland because this is all unpaid labor.  

H. Silfa: Contacted AWP regarding cabs not being allowed into the accessible 
area. 

I. Attendant [name not given]: Asking about rooms for deaf accessibility. Only 
one room had a tele[didn’t catch word] 

J. Chertock: Book fair floor stages aren’t accessible. No reserved space for 
wheelchair users. 

IX. Organizational Items 
A. Advisory Board 

1. Michael Northern, Jillian Weise, and Meg Day 
2. What does it do? It’s people who can’t commit to a board role but give 

moral and material support.  
3. Can former president and vice president join advisory board? 

X. Proposed subcommittees 
A. Smith: Really wants to see a clear set of goals and timetable. What kind of 

subcommittees or projects does the caucus hope to achieve in 2019? 
B. Ferris: AWP wants to set up an access advisory board to provide them with 

the lived experience of being disabled at this conference. How can AWP 
compensate folks doing that work? Teresi couldn’t commit to that but will be 
asking with the AWP Board of Directors. Perhaps we could get a 
subcommittee to provide that service.  

C. Smith: A lot of the feedback being shared regarding Tampa can be used to 
plan for Portland. We can also have a committee to help get panel and keynote 
representation.  

D. Northern: Jennifer Bartlett has an organization named Zoeglossia that is going 
to hold two conferences in the next year that would be bringing together the 
work of disabled writers, one in Philadelphia in August and another in San 
Antonio. 
Silfa: Bartlett is also volunteering to be on the Portland subcommittee 

E. Smith: Another subcommittee is work on Submittable and perhaps have a 
submit-a-thon and spread the word in order to have a push of dislit out in the 
world. There is also a meta-committee to work on overall caucus goals.  

F. Brown: As scary as these subcommittees seem, they will help us get things 
done and will help us track our progress. It will help us divide the labour 
between all of us. 

G. Beasley: Since we have struggled to manage the projects this year, perhaps we 
can just pick one committee a year. Must have one executive member on each 
subcommittee. But we also need to stop relying on AWP in order to feel good 
about our efforts. We can do other projects throughout the year outside of 
AWP. Volunteers to join “timetable” subcommittee. 



XI. Cindy Kaufman arrives for discussion with the caucus 
A. Hired by AWP after the last conference after feedback that AWP had more 

work to do in regards to accessibility issues. Background is 40 years in field 
of disabilities in various roles. Also discloses some personal connections to 
disability in her family.  

B. Role wasn’t to use ADA and AWP policy to form an opinion, it was to look at 
feedback and assessments to figure out how best to meet the needs people 
want met. Part of role is to listen to concerns from this conference (Tampa) on 
where needs weren't met in order to improve next year’s conference planning. 

C. Pitt and GWU graduate as well as some coursework from John Hopkins. 
D. Had the Town Hall to hear what some of the frustrations are. AWP took a lot 

of care to improve some things. AWP is committed to work with leadership in 
this caucus. Hope to make planning a more formal process that includes a 
group with a variety of disabilities represented along with compensation for 
that work.  

E. Ferris: Number of issues brought up. 
1. Carpets and cables in bookfair, not taped down 
2. Taxis being restricted from accessible entrance 
3. Telecoil technology is only available in one room 
4. Inaccessible stairs/stadium style seating for some stages 
5. Lack of cordless mics 

F. Kaufman: [Asked caucus if anyone used accessibility desk.] There was a card 
given out at the desk with a number for who to call in case of these issues. 

G. Attendant [name not given]: Received card but it had the wrong number. 
H. Attendant [name not given]: Some of us can’t talk on the phone on the fly. We 

need to be able to text and sometimes they call back even if we specify not to 
call back 

I. Leebron: The possibility for people to Skype in should be encouraged. 
J. Silfa: Part of the issue isn’t the actual problems that pop up but the tone of 

AWP’s responses.  
K. Smith: Got an email from someone who said they felt like AWP saw them as 

“tediously needy.” 
L. Kaufman: We’ve spoken about the need for culture change to an inclusive 

community. Not there yet. It evolves over time and that is why [AWP] would 
like a formal agreement to help with these issues. “I conducted multiple 
surveys and I would say 90% of feedback was not about lack of 
accommodations but about the lack of customer service.” We might not be 
able to fix something but “we damn well can be friendly.” 

M. Beasley: We are not your customers, we are your constituents. AWP needs to 
remember that their value comes from us. We are not purchasing that. 

N. Kaufman: I agree. 
[Kaufman thanks us for our comments and leaves room] 

O. Attendant [name not given]: Cindy’s credentials weren’t fully given. We need 
details about her experience. 

XII. Closing remarks and meeting adjourns 


